TENABLE.ASM INTRODUCTION COURSE

The Tenable.asm™ Introduction Course is available for no cost at Tenable University and consists of a series of short on-demand videos providing the fundamental building blocks to configure and use Tenable's External Attack Surface Management (EASM) platform.

Participants in this course will learn the basics of how to configure and use Tenable.asm. Content includes an overview of the following: inventory management, asset and domain discovery, filtering and exporting data, alerts, automation and integration. Tenable instructors present basic features and demonstrate usage for each topic.

AUDIENCE

This course is suitable for people interested in learning basic operational use of Tenable.asm.

PREREQUISITES

None.

COURSE SYLLABUS

1. Managing Inventory
2. Adding Assets from Known Sources
3. Removing Assets from Inventory
4. Discovering Domains using Suggestions
5. Fine-tuning Suggested Domains
6. Viewing Asset Information
7. Filtering and Exporting Asset Lists
8. Tags
9. Subscriptions
10. Alerts
11. Dashboards
12. Automation Rules
13. Integration with Tenable.io

For More Information: Please visit tenable.com
Contact Us: Please email us at sales@tenable.com or visit tenable.com/contact